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BROADEN YOUR VISION,
DEEPEN YOUR ROOTS

A pandemic is no barrier in the path of Sri SriA pandemic is no barrier in the path of Sri Sri
Academy, Kolkata when it comes to hosting SSMUNAcademy, Kolkata when it comes to hosting SSMUN
to discuss and deliberate upon the issues and crisesto discuss and deliberate upon the issues and crises
plaguing our world and find a solution to them! Theplaguing our world and find a solution to them! The
basis of SSMUN lies in conflict resolution usingbasis of SSMUN lies in conflict resolution using
techniques of meditation and yoga, environmentaltechniques of meditation and yoga, environmental
responsibility and service with compassion.responsibility and service with compassion.  

During this year’s conference, delegates emulatedDuring this year’s conference, delegates emulated
diplomats from various countries and enhanced theirdiplomats from various countries and enhanced their
negotiating and diplomatic skills in order to have anegotiating and diplomatic skills in order to have a
comprehensive, practical and solution- orientedcomprehensive, practical and solution- oriented
discourse.discourse.

OCTOBER 2021OCTOBER 2021OCTOBER 2021
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The sixth edition of Sri Sri Model UnitedThe sixth edition of Sri Sri Model United
Nations, 2021 was organized by Sri Sri Academy,Nations, 2021 was organized by Sri Sri Academy,
Kolkata from 7th to 9th October. Owing to theKolkata from 7th to 9th October. Owing to the
current pandemic, it was organized on a virtualcurrent pandemic, it was organized on a virtual
platform where eighteen schools hadplatform where eighteen schools had
participated in this prestigious event.participated in this prestigious event.  

"Dear student
delegates,

Your acceptance
of differing

viewpoints can
clearly distinguish

your respective
committees."

-  DIRECTOR GENERAL ,
DISHA SINGHANIA 

This year it was the Third National edition, as fourThis year it was the Third National edition, as four
National schools had participated (The CathedralNational schools had participated (The Cathedral
and John Connon School, Mumbai, Steppingand John Connon School, Mumbai, Stepping
Stones School, Aurangabad, Strawberry FieldsStones School, Aurangabad, Strawberry Fields
High School, Chandigarh and Sacred HeartHigh School, Chandigarh and Sacred Heart
School, Siliguri) along with fifteen local schoolsSchool, Siliguri) along with fifteen local schools
from Kolkata (St.James' School, The Futurefrom Kolkata (St.James' School, The Future
Foundation School, Delhi Public School Megacity,Foundation School, Delhi Public School Megacity,
Lakshmipat Singhania Academy, Garden HighLakshmipat Singhania Academy, Garden High
School, South City International School, TheSchool, South City International School, The
Heritage School, MCKV, Don Bosco Park Circus,Heritage School, MCKV, Don Bosco Park Circus,
Don Bosco Bandel, Don Bosco Liluah, MahadeviDon Bosco Bandel, Don Bosco Liluah, Mahadevi
Birla World Academy, The BSS School, LaBirla World Academy, The BSS School, La
Martniere for Boys and Calcutta InternationalMartniere for Boys and Calcutta International
School).School).

OVERVIEWOVERVIEW



He emphasized how such initiatives have
the power to bring universal peace and
brotherhood. He mentioned in his speech,
“I hope while doing your deliberations not
only it is going to be an interesting
learning experience and fun but also
widens your perspective for possible
options how to serve your country and the
world.” 

The opening ceremony was held
virtually on 7th October and was
presented before the participants and a
live audience through our YouTube
channel. Mr. Manfred Auster, the Consul
General of Germany was the chief guest
for the Opening Ceremony. During the
opening ceremony Disha Singhania, the
Director General of SSMUN club
addressed the viewers and explained
the essence and importance of this
event which aims to make students
being future ready. The Principal of Sri Sri Academy, Ms. Suvina

Shunglu in her speech rightly said, “Sri Sri
Model United Nations is also an endeavor to
help our students to face the challenges of
the present time, explore solutions and see if
they could find some innovative way out of
the problems we are facing in the world
today.” She welcomed the Chief Guest of the
day, Mr. Manfred Auster. Mr. Auster shared
an interesting anecdote during his address.
He chose a picture of Haiti as a virtual
background which not only resonates the
colour of United Nations but also he shared
how United Nations through its Peace
keeping operations was instrumental in
restoring peace in 2004. 
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The Chairpersons of the various committees
were announced by Shlok Mansingka, the
Secretary General of SSMUN and at last
he declared the event open.
 



Discussing viable solutions to 
resolve The Israel -Palestine Conflict.

UNITED NATIONUNITED NATIONS GENERALS GENERAL
ASSEMBLY 4 SPECIAL POLITICALASSEMBLY 4 SPECIAL POLITICAL

AND DECOLONIZATION COMMITTEEAND DECOLONIZATION COMMITTEE

COMMITTEE 1

AGENDAAGENDAAGENDA

UNITED NATIONUNITED NATIONS OFFICE ONS OFFICE ON
DRUGS AND CRIMEDRUGS AND CRIME

COMMITTEE 2
AGENDAAGENDAAGENDA

Eradicating illicit transactions
emphasizing on products meant for drug
abuse with special focus on "The Drug
War" since 1930.

JOINT CRISIJOINT CRISIS COMMITTEE 1 -S COMMITTEE 1 -
THE MAOIST CABINETTHE MAOIST CABINET

COMMITTEE 3

AGENDAAGENDAAGENDA

The Sino-Soviet split.
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The Sino-Soviet split.

JOINT CRISIJOINT CRISIS COMMITTEE 2 –S COMMITTEE 2 –
THE SOVIET CABINETTHE SOVIET CABINET

COMMITTEE 4

AGENDAAGENDAAGENDA

ALL INDIA POLITICAL PARTIESALL INDIA POLITICAL PARTIES
MEET (AIPPM)MEET (AIPPM)

  
COMMITTEE 5

AGENDAAGENDAAGENDA
Discuss the on-going situation in the
Union Territories of Jammu and
Kashmir and Ladakh with special
emphasis on the electoral processes,
maintenance of National Security and
envisioned Developmental projects in
the UTs.
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The Committee began with an orientation by the Chairperson. He
elaborated on the general rules and regulations of the Committee and his
expectations. Post lunch, the session made 3 unsuccessful attempts to get
into a moderated caucus followed a unmoderated caucus. Then finally a
Moderated Caucus was decided. After a closely debated session of
moderated debate the GSL resumed. Debates and discussion continued. It
was overall an exciting day in the Committee. Some very impressive
speeches were made. Committee maintained the decorum throughout. At
the end of the Day 1, the Chairperson made a few important remarks shared
his suggestions and expectations for the remaining 2 days of the
Committee.
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The committee started with the rule of
 proceedings being explained by the 
Chairperson. Motions were raised and a 
GSL was decided upon. An unmoderated
the caucus was held to determine the 
course of the committee. GSL continued. 
It was followed by a session of moderated
 caucus discussing the role of the internet 
in the drug menace and the illicit distribution of drugs using the dark
web during the pandemic. POIs were asked on the moderated caucus
speeches. Lines of communication were opened while the delegates
were speaking. The Chairpersons guided the delegates on the right way
of research and the correct way of writing a speech. The proceedings
continued with an exciting session of debate.



The committee started with the proceedings 
being explained by the Chairperson. Motions 
were raised and a GSL was decided upon. Lines 
of communication were opened or non-verbal 
questions. Moderated caucus topics were 
decided and debate done on the same. The 
Chairperson restarted GSL to recognize the 
maximum number of speakers. The Chairperson carried out his responsibility
impartially and effectively. Respect and cooperation were maintained during the
debates. Good historical research and speeches were given by some of the committee
members like Chief interpreter of Maoism, Finance Minister, Minister of Defense and
the General Secretary. Paperwork was also done effectively. The session was
productive as committee members raised points and offered solutions borne out of
critical thinking. The session after the Chairperson gave his feedback and suggestions
to the committee members.

The Chairperson began proceedings with an
explanation of the rules. Motions were raised and
a GSL decided upon. Lines of communication were
opened while the delegates were speaking.
Moderated Caucus topics were decided and
debates and discussions took place on the same
line. The Chair restarted GSL to recognize the
maximum number of speakers. The proceedings
started with an exciting session of verbal combat.
The Chairpersons carried out their responsibilities
efficiently. Respect and cooperation was
maintained during the deliberation. Some
feedback was given to the members to improve
their paper work. The session was productive as
committee members raised points and offered
solutions.
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The committee started with the rules and procedures
explained by the Chairperson. Motions were raised and
committee went for a Question/Answer session. Lines of
communication were opened while the delegates were
debating. After the lunch break, session resumed with
opening statements by the delegates.There were two public
sessions after that. The session ended with an update
provided by the chair. Some feedback was given to the
members to improve their paper work. The session was
productive as committee members raised points and offered
plausible solutions. 



The committee began with a short doubt
clearing session. This was followed by a roll
call. GSL continued. Several moderated caucus
sessions were held during the day where
relevant and important sub-topics connected
to the agenda were discussed. POI s were
allowed on the moderated caucus sessions.
The maximum number of delegates were
recognized for speeches and for asking POIs.

The committee began with roll call. Motion
raised to have a Question/ Answer session. 
Followed by a private session. 
Several moderated caucus and unmoderated
caucus sessions were held during the day
where relevant and important sub-topics
connected to the agenda was discussed. An
update was given in between. 
The committee ended with another update for
the next day.

The day’s meeting began at 11 am with an informal 
doubt-solving round, followed by the Roll call. The 
Committee went into the GSL. Maximum speakers 
were recognized by Mr. Chairperson. Post lunch two 
Moderated Caucus sessions took place to discuss the 
issue of the city of Jerusalem and two State solutions. The committee again went
into a GSL, with which the session ended.
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The proceedings of this committee started where
various motions were raised and a GSL was decided
upon through voting. Communications were opened
while the delegates were speaking. Moderated
Caucus, as well as unmoderated caucus topics, were
decided and debated upon. Action orders were
introduced which led to Question and Answer
sessions and polls. Several updates were supplied
during the entire session which made the committee
members think on their feet. Prompt solutions were
offered by the Maoists.



The JCC2 committee was chaired by Shlok Mansingka and Vishesh Mehra.
The agenda for the day was 
The Maoist cabinet -Sino soviet split.

The committee started at 10 a.m. with the proceedings explained by the
Chair, followed by roll call.

Motions were raised and a GSL decided upon. Lines of communication were
opened while the delegates were speaking. Moderated Caucus topics were
decided and debates and discussions took place on the same line. There
were several updates given by the EB in both the halves which led to
heated debates and discussions. The highlight of the day was electing a
new Premier of USSR. The Chair restarted GSL to recognize the maximum
number of speakers. The proceedings started with an exciting session of
verbal combat.
The Chairpersons carried out their responsibilities efficiently. Respect and
cooperation was maintained during the deliberation. Good historical
research and speeches were given by some of the committee members.
Some feedback was given to the members to improve their speeches and to
abstain themselves from using unparliamentary langugae.The session was
productive as committee members raised points and offered solutions
borne out of critical thinking. 

The session ended at 5.48 p.m. after the chairpersons received feedback
from delegates. 
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On the final day, the Committee began at 
9 o'clock and started off with the Q/Ans 
session, followed by the Roll call. The best 
20 questions were selected for verbal 
answering. Committee then went to a GSL, 
following which motion to introduce the 
working paper was introduced. After an unsuccessful attempt to pass the
resolution, the Committee again had to get into a GSL. Several motions
were draft resolution failed. Finally, the Committee was suspended without
reaching a solution. At the end of day 3, the Committee had a brief
feedback session. 

It was an exciting 3 day session with an unconventional closure. 

The committee began with a short doubt 
clearing session on the third day. This 
was followed by a roll call. Moderated 
Caucus from the previous day continued. 
Paperwork was discussed and submitted. 
Three resolutions were submitted. The 
amendments to these were discussed 
and voted upon. A few delegates were given an opportunity to deliver
speeches in GSL. Finally, voting was done for passing the paperwork on to
the committee. The committee ended successfully as a resolution was
passed by a clear majority. 
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The committee began with the roll
call. Followed by the discussion on
the manifestos prepared by the
different political parties. There
were a series of Question/Answer
sessions. There were press releases
as well. The election took place
where no party got the majority
seats, so it was a hung government. 
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Joint Crisis Committee 1 and Committee 2 were merged and
together they sat for a common consensus to decide an agreement. 
The committee began with the roll call. 
Followed by the moderated caucus. 
They prepared a paperwork and all the delegates were asked to go
through it so that they can vote either in favour of it or against it.
After a series of clarifications of all the clauses mentioned in the
document, they started with voting to pass the bill.
 It failed to get a clear majority.
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“As we continue to live in a world which
is still  battling the covid-19 pandemic,
misinformation, inequality and drug
abuse, it is imperative for the leaders of
tomorrow to be aware of their
responsibility and duty to confront these
threats, and ensure a better world and a
better society.
SSMUN is a conference where the
delegates develop their public speaking
and leadership skills, and have an
enriching 3-day experience. From
enhancing their debating skills to honing
the art of diplomacy, the delegates
always take the stature of SSMUN
higher. With every passing year, we do
our best to provide the delegates with an
experience which they will cherish for
the rest of their MUNing journey.”
Mrs. Suvina Shunglu, 
Founding Principal.
 

PRINCIPAL'S ADDRESSPRINCIPAL'S ADDRESS
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“This year, the conference revolved around the
theme of ‘peace redefined’. The theme was
inspired by the political, cultural, psychological
and personal conflicts that are currently going
on around the world or have occurred
previously. It is every individual’s responsibility
to support and help maintain peace in society.
We cannot build a future for our youth but we
can build our youth for the future- with this idea
we tried to ensure that the conference stressed
on the development of young minds holistically.
The delegates stepped into the shoes of top level
diplomats and cabinet members and this
enforced them to leave behind personal biases,
and look through the lens of others. This
conference offered a gateway into an attitude
and mind-set which represents progress and
innovation.”
Ms. Rinita Dasgupta
Faculty Advisor.

 
"The 6th edition of SSMUN started on October 7
2021. This was our third national edition. Over
three days the delegates of the five committees
were locked in heated debate to decide on
crucial matters like drug abuse and its impact
on women and children, the historical Sino-
Soviet split, discussing the on-going situation
in the Union Territories of Jammu and Kashmir
and Ladakh. This virtual edition of SSMUN
2021came to an end on October 9 2021 with the
announcements of the awards." 
Ms.Paromita Mehta

TEACHERS' NOTETEACHERS' NOTE



 
"SSMUN 2021 saw a group of enthusisatic
individuals who had involed themselves in
mature debates, discussions and
deliberations. Delegates had researched and
proposed innovative and feasible solutions to
the problems of their committees, within the
mandate of their organs that they were
simulating. The entire discussion was carried
out through formal rules of procedure that
required students to truly step into the shoes
of a UN Diplomat. Preparing for, and
participating in the Sixth Edition of SSMUN
2021 conference helped students to develop
leadership skills as well as research, writing,
public speaking and problem solving skills." 
 Ms. Moumita Ray
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“Once again, a year is coming to its end
with a bucket full of optimism that yearns
for a better tomorrow. Once again, the flag
bearers of tomorrow have taken the center
stage in negotiating the crisis world faces
today.
Perhaps it is that chance to allow the
students to understand our past and
present hands on, is what makes SSMUN so
rich. In a nutshell,  it is an institution
brought up in a city that has lived a lavish
past, focusing on nurturing its young to
create a better day after."
Ms. Moumita Dey

 

TEACHERS' NOTETEACHERS' NOTE



She continued to say that the world is much
smaller and interdependent now and that the
UN, being one of the oldest organisations in
the world, reflects this interdependence. Ms.
Laul outlined the long history of cooperation
between the US and the UN; she also touched
upon the joint partnership between India and
the US in relief efforts, peace keeping,
education and cultural programs under the
aegis of the UN. She addressed the delegates
by saying, “Your participation in the Model
UN conference has challenged you to hone
your critical skills, you have researched
important issues, you have been pushed to
use your active listening skills and you are
compelled to skillfully negotiate”, she
encouraged the delegates by saying that
these skills used today will definitely help
them in a career of diplomacy creating a
world in the future in which, “more people
have access to living in greater peace and
harmony”. 

The sixth edition of Sri Sri Model United
Nations, 2021 culminated on 9th October
after three days of intense debates,
deliberations and negotiations. The
Deputy Director General, Devesh Somani
opened proceedings of the evening with
a flashback on the three days of the
conference. The Vice Principal, Ms. Gargi
Banerjee was invited to address the
gathering. 

She expressed her hope that these three
days have been an enriching experience
for all the delegates and has been able to
give a deep insight into the global and
local issues that impact society today. She
welcomed the Chief Guest of the day, Ms.
Sonia Laul, Political and Economic Officer
at the US Consul General at Kolkata. Ms.
Laul, in her address, shared a slice of
history about the US and the formation of
the United Nations in 1939. She
encouraged the delegates to take part in
such events as this experience involving
using tools like communication, critical
thinking, public speaking, policy analysis,
conflict resolution and technical writing
would definitely serve them in the future. 
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The event continued with the
announcement of the awards. The
Chairpersons and members of the EB of
each committee were called upon to
announce the awards. The Secretary
General of SSMUN 2021 addressed the
gathering and shared his experience of the
conference. The Deputy Secretary General,
SSMUN 2021 declared the event closed.  
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ABHINEET BANERJEE (DONABHINEET BANERJEE (DON  

AHANA BANERJEE (MAHADEVIAHANA BANERJEE (MAHADEVI

NEHA MUNDHRA (MAHADEVINEHA MUNDHRA (MAHADEVI
BIRLA WORLD ACADEMY)BIRLA WORLD ACADEMY)

        BOSCO PARK CIRCUS)BOSCO PARK CIRCUS)

          BIRLA WORLD ACADEMY)BIRLA WORLD ACADEMY)

DHRUV JHUNJHUNWALADHRUV JHUNJHUNWALA
(DON BOSCO SCHOOL, LILUAH)(DON BOSCO SCHOOL, LILUAH)
RISHI BANERJEE (LARISHI BANERJEE (LA
MARTINIERE FOR BOYS)MARTINIERE FOR BOYS)
ADWITIYO DAS (DELHIADWITIYO DAS (DELHI  

RUPKATHA CHAKRABARTYRUPKATHA CHAKRABARTY
(THE FUTURE FOUNDATION(THE FUTURE FOUNDATION
SCHOOL)SCHOOL)

            PUBLIC SCHOOL, MEGACITY)PUBLIC SCHOOL, MEGACITY)

ISHAAN TAPARIA(THEISHAAN TAPARIA(THE
CATHEDRAL AND JOHNCATHEDRAL AND JOHN
CONNON SCHOOL, MUMBAI)CONNON SCHOOL, MUMBAI)
ANANYA AGARWALANANYA AGARWAL
(MAHADEVI BIRLA WORLD(MAHADEVI BIRLA WORLD
ACADEMY)ACADEMY)

ANIRUDH MUKHERJIANIRUDH MUKHERJI
(CALCUTTA INTERNATIONAL(CALCUTTA INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL)SCHOOL)
VAIBHAV GIANI (LAVAIBHAV GIANI (LA
MARTINIERE FOR BOYS)MARTINIERE FOR BOYS)

GAURAV KUMAR RAMPURIA (DON BOSCO PARKGAURAV KUMAR RAMPURIA (DON BOSCO PARK
CIRCUS)CIRCUS)



NAMAN CHANDAK (DON BOSCO PARK CIRCUS)NAMAN CHANDAK (DON BOSCO PARK CIRCUS)
ISHANA SHARMA (THE CATHEDRAL AND JOHNISHANA SHARMA (THE CATHEDRAL AND JOHN
CONNON SCHOOL, MUMBAI)CONNON SCHOOL, MUMBAI)
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APARAJITA CHATTERJEE (DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL,APARAJITA CHATTERJEE (DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL,
MEGACITY)MEGACITY)
GARISMA MAYAL (STEPPING STONES SCHOOL,GARISMA MAYAL (STEPPING STONES SCHOOL,
AURANGABAD)AURANGABAD)
UTTSAVI HISSARIA ( MAHADEVI BIRLA WORLD ACADEMY)UTTSAVI HISSARIA ( MAHADEVI BIRLA WORLD ACADEMY)
AKSHAT SHRAFF (DON BOSCO PARK CIRCUS)AKSHAT SHRAFF (DON BOSCO PARK CIRCUS)
DEBARKO DUTTA (LA MARTINIERE FOR BOYS)DEBARKO DUTTA (LA MARTINIERE FOR BOYS)

RIVA AGARWAL (CALCUTTA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL)RIVA AGARWAL (CALCUTTA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL)
SWAYAM SEKSARIA (M. C. KEJRIWAL VIDYAPEETH)SWAYAM SEKSARIA (M. C. KEJRIWAL VIDYAPEETH)
NAIRA GINWALLA (THE CATHEDRAL AND JOHN CONNONNAIRA GINWALLA (THE CATHEDRAL AND JOHN CONNON
SCHOOL, MUMBAI)SCHOOL, MUMBAI)



SOHAM BHAR (LA MARTINIERE FOR BOYS)SOHAM BHAR (LA MARTINIERE FOR BOYS)
MAYANK SARAF (DON BOSCO PARKMAYANK SARAF (DON BOSCO PARK
CIRCUS)CIRCUS)

BHASWAR GANGOPADHYAY (LABHASWAR GANGOPADHYAY (LA
MARTINIERE FOR BOYS)MARTINIERE FOR BOYS)
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VANSHIKA KHEMKA (INDIVIDUAL)VANSHIKA KHEMKA (INDIVIDUAL)
ARAV JAISWAL (DON BOSCO PARK CIRCUS)ARAV JAISWAL (DON BOSCO PARK CIRCUS)



BHASWAR GANGOPADHYAY (LABHASWAR GANGOPADHYAY (LA
MARTINIERE FOR BOYS)MARTINIERE FOR BOYS)

NIKHILESH MUKHERJEE (LA MARTINIERE FORNIKHILESH MUKHERJEE (LA MARTINIERE FOR
BOYS)BOYS)
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ASHRAJ SINGH SINDHU (STRAWBERRY FIELDS HIGHASHRAJ SINGH SINDHU (STRAWBERRY FIELDS HIGH
SCHOOL, CHANDIGARH)SCHOOL, CHANDIGARH)
ARNAV JALAN (DON BOSCO PARK CIRCUS)ARNAV JALAN (DON BOSCO PARK CIRCUS)
ADITYA BHAT (THE CATHEDRAL AND JOHN CONNONADITYA BHAT (THE CATHEDRAL AND JOHN CONNON
SCHOOL, MUMBAI)SCHOOL, MUMBAI)

RANVIR SINGH SAHANI (DON BOSCO PARK CIRCUS)RANVIR SINGH SAHANI (DON BOSCO PARK CIRCUS)



ARIHANT SATHPATY (DON BOSCO PARK CIRCUS)ARIHANT SATHPATY (DON BOSCO PARK CIRCUS)
AROHAAN CHAKRABORTY ( DON BOSCO PARK CIRCUS)AROHAAN CHAKRABORTY ( DON BOSCO PARK CIRCUS)

SIDHDHANT TAPDIYA (LA MARTINIERE FOR BOYS)SIDHDHANT TAPDIYA (LA MARTINIERE FOR BOYS)
SHUBAYU CHAKRABORTY (DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL,SHUBAYU CHAKRABORTY (DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL,
MEGACITY)MEGACITY)
KAREN KAUR (MAHADEVI BIRLA WORLD ACADEMY)KAREN KAUR (MAHADEVI BIRLA WORLD ACADEMY)
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TANUSH MURARKA (DON BOSCO PARK CIRCUS)TANUSH MURARKA (DON BOSCO PARK CIRCUS)
ALITIYA CHOUDHURI (MAHADEVI BIRLA WORLDALITIYA CHOUDHURI (MAHADEVI BIRLA WORLD
ACADEMY)ACADEMY)

SAMRIDDHI GUHATHAKURTA ( THE BSS SCHOOL)SAMRIDDHI GUHATHAKURTA ( THE BSS SCHOOL)
RAGHAV MANDHANA (M. C. KEJRIWAL VIDYAPEETH)RAGHAV MANDHANA (M. C. KEJRIWAL VIDYAPEETH)
ABHIJOY GHOSH (DON BOSCO SCHOOL, BANDEL)ABHIJOY GHOSH (DON BOSCO SCHOOL, BANDEL)



  
LA MARTINIERE FOR BOYSLA MARTINIERE FOR BOYS
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EDITED BY DEVANSHI AGARWAL UNDEREDITED BY DEVANSHI AGARWAL UNDER
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ISHIKA AGARWAL (AIPPM)ISHIKA AGARWAL (AIPPM)
HARSHUL SURANA (AIPPM)HARSHUL SURANA (AIPPM)
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